A novel method for interest level estimation based on tensor completion via feature integration for partially paired users' behavior and videos is presented in this paper. The proposed method defines a novel canonical correlation analysis (CCA) framework that is suitable for interest level estimation, which is a hybrid version of semi-supervised CCA (SemiCCA) and supervised locality preserving CCA (SLPCCA) called semi-supervised locality preserving CCA (S2LPCCA). For partially paired users' behavior and videos in actual shops and on the Internet, new integrated features that maximize the correlation between partially paired samples by the principal component analysis (PCA)-mixed CCA framework are calculated. Then videos that users have not watched can be used for the estimation of users' interest levels. Furthermore, local structures of partially paired samples in the same class are preserved for accurate estimation of interest levels. Tensor completion, which can be applied to three contexts, videos, users and ''canonical features and interest levels,'' is used for estimation of interest levels. Consequently, the proposed method realizes accurate estimation of users' interest levels based on S2LPCCA and the tensor completion from partially paired training features of users' behavior and videos. Experimental results obtained by applying the proposed method to actual data show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interest level estimation is a technique that is useful in marketing for customer-oriented companies and users of their contents [1] - [7] . Interest level estimation means predictions of users' evaluations of various contents such as items in shops and videos on the Internet. The use of interest level estimation would enable companies to analyze their users' shopping behavior and establish an effective strategy for selling their contents because they would know their users' interests in their contents [1] . Furthermore, the user can discover contents that the user prefers and notice new preferences by using The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lu An.
interest level estimation for content recommendation [2] , [3] . Therefore, studies on estimation of users' interest levels have been extensively carried out [8] - [13] .
Studies on interest level estimation have had different aims [8] - [11] . First, several methods for interest level estimation in actual shops have been proposed [8] , [9] . Liu et al. focused on data for users' behavior obtained from surveillance cameras for estimating users' interests in actual shops [8] . They assumed that specific movements such as viewing and picking up items in the shop indicate a high level of interest, and such movements were extracted from the behavior data. Wang et al. proposed a system that can analyze users' shopping behavior by using shopping carts that sense users' movements in actual shops [9] . From their studies [8] , [9] , it was confirmed that data for users' behavior obtained by sensors are effective for interest level estimation. Secondly, several methods for investigating users' behavior that can effectively express users' interests have been proposed [10] , [11] . Ma et al. focused on eye movements when watching a video and estimated video frames that users showed interest in by using users' eye movements [10] . That study was based on the knowledge that eye movement information is useful for revealing observers' interests [14] . Ding et al. extracted electroencephalography (EEG) features and tagged users' emotions when users were watching a video. EEG is one of the most popular and accessible neural signal measurement techniques [11] . From their studies [10] , [11] , it was confirmed that users are likely to express their interests with behavior when watching a video as contents. The above-described methods [8] - [11] have shown that there is a strong relationship between users' behavior and users' interests, and valuable results of experiments on interest level estimation were obtained in those studies. However, the problem of a limited number of samples, which is often a problem in the real world, was not considered in those studies. Therefore, we consider a method that can solve this problem.
For accurate interest level estimation in the real world, consideration must be given to the number of samples, e.g., information on users' behavior and information on videos. The number of videos that one user has watched would generally be much smaller than the number of videos in shops and the number of videos on the Internet. Since data for the users' behavior can only be obtained if the users watch videos, most of the videos cannot be paired with users' behavior. In a method that does not take into account the limited number of samples, overfitting to few samples, i.e., videos paired with the users' behavior, may occur. In order to solve this problem, construction of a method that can effectively use videos that the users have not watched is required. In the research fields of domain adaptation and multivariate analysis, methods that can handle incomplete samples have been proposed [15] - [24] . The incomplete samples are usually called ''semi-paired'' or ''partially paired'' samples in these methods. Mehrkanoon et al. proposed a method for canonical correlation analysis (CCA) called regularized semi-paired kernel CCA (RSP-KCCA) that can be applied to semi-paired samples consisting of different domains [15] . CCA is an efficient method for feature integration in two different variables [25] . Guo et al. proposed joint intermodal and intramodal semi-paired CCA (I 2 SCCA) that can preserve within-view similarity and cross-view correlation without class information [16] . Kimura et al. proposed a semisupervised CCA (SemiCCA) that can handle semi-paired samples while maintaining a simple structure of CCA by introducing a framework of principal component analysis (PCA) into CCA framework [17] . These methods achieve effective feature integration based on partially paired samples. Especially, since the final application in our study is the estimation of users' interests, construction of a framework that can effectively handle class information such as interest levels is required. Yang et al. proposed supervised locality preserving CCA (SLPCCA) [18] as a method can increase the separation performance between classes by preserving local structures in the same class. By incorporating SLPCCA with SemiCCA, which has a formula structure in which other elements can be easily incorporated, we consider that a method that is closest to the purpose of our study is achieved. Accurate estimation of users' interest levels based on partially paired users' behavior data and videos can be expected by using feature integration combining SemiCCA and SLPCCA.
The above mainly describes features obtained from users' behavior and videos. Below, we introduce a suitable estimation method. Recently, methods for estimating unknown values with other known data have been proposed [26] - [29] . Unknown values and known data indicate targeted users' interest levels and features obtained from the users' behavior and videos, respectively, in the case of interest level estimation. Song et al. used tensor completion that can complete unknown entries in data constructed with a tensor [26] . Specifically, users' interests can be estimated by construction of a tensor that consists of interest levels and various contexts. Liao et al. constructed tensors by using highway traffic data and predicted the traffic by applying tensor completion to the tensors based on traffic data [27] . Since a tensor can consist of various contexts, users' behavior-based data are suitable for tensor completion. Therefore, by using tensor completion and a hybrid version of SemiCCA and SLPCCA with partially paired users' behavior data and videos, we can realize interest level estimation that can accurately estimate users' interests and effectively use users' behavior-based data.
In this paper, we present a novel method for interest level estimation based on tensor completion via feature integration for partially paired users' behavior and videos. A CCA framework that is suitable for interest level estimation using data for users' behavior, called semi-supervised locality preserving CCA (S2LPCCA), is used in the proposed method. S2LPCCA is a hybrid version of the factors of SemiCCA and SLPCCA. Thus, S2LPCCA is suitable for both partially paired samples and interest level estimation. The flow of our interest level estimation using S2LPCCA is described below. First, we extract features from users' behavior when watching videos obtained by several sensors and these videos, and S2LPCCA is applied to the extracted features, which are partially paired samples as shown Fig. 1 . For partially paired users' behavior and videos, new integrated features that maximize the correlation between such partially paired samples by a PCA-mixed CCA framework are calculated as canonical features in S2LPCCA. Then we can use the videos that users have not watched for estimation of users' interest levels. Furthermore, the separation performance between classes of these calculated canonical features is increased by preserving local structures in the same class for accurate estimation of interest levels obtained from users watching videos in S2LPCCA. The classes indicate users' interest levels in the proposed method. Secondly, the proposed method applies tensor completion to the canonical features and the interest levels. Specifically, three-dimensional tensors for which modes represent videos, users and ''canonical features and interest levels'' are constructed. By applying the tensor completion to the above tensors, the unknown values are recovered in the tensors, i.e., the unknown interest levels can be estimated for videos that users have not watched. Consequently, the proposed method realizes accurate estimation of users' interest levels by using S2LPCCA and the tensor completion with partially paired users' behavior and videos.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, some related works are described. In section III, we explain features used in the proposed method. In section IV, the proposed method consisting of S2LPCCA and the tensor completion is explained. In section V, experimental results are shown for verifying the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, conclusions are given in section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we describe mathematical formulas in some related works, including SemiCCA and SLPCCA in II-A and the tensor completion in II-B.
A. SEMICCA AND SLPCCA First, we explain CCA, which is a base method of SemiCCA and SLPCCA. CCA calculates projection vectors for maximizing the correlation between paired variables. For instance, paired variables X P and Y P are defined as follows:
where N pair is the number of paired variables, and d x and d y are the numbers of dimensions of X P and Y P , respectively. To calculate the projection vectorsŵ x ∈ R d x andŵ y ∈ R d y , the following generalized eigenvalue problem is solved:
Next, we explain SemiCCA. SemiCCA can be applied to partially paired variables and calculates projection vectors for maximizing the correlation between partially paired variables. For instance, partially paired variables are
, and X U and Y U are defined as follows:
where N x and N y are the numbers of variables of X U and Y U , respectively. To calculate the projection vectorsŵ x ∈ R d x and w y ∈ R d y , the following generalized eigenvalue problem is solved:
where
and β is a parameter that controls the trade-off between CCA and PCA. SemiCCA can utilize additional unpaired samples by smoothly bridging CCA for only the paired samples and PCA, one of the major tools to capture the global structure of samples in an unsupervised manner [17] .
Finally, we explain SLPCCA. SLPCCA can increase the separation performance between classes by preserving local structures in the same class and it calculates projection vectors for maximizing the correlation between paired variables with preservation of local structures. For instance, the above X P and Y P are given as paired variables. To calculate the projection vectorsŵ x ∈ R d x andŵ y ∈ R d y , the following generalized eigenvalue problem is solved:
where L xy , L xx and L yy are calculated based on the similarity between variables [18] . SLPCCA aims at keeping the local discriminative information of samples that belong to the same class.
B. TENSOR COMPLETION
First, we explain matrix completion [30] , which is a base method of the tensor completion. Matrix completion via rank minimization is a well-known method that can complete unknown entries with other known ones. In the matrix completion, unknown entries are completed by solving the following optimization problem:
arg min
where X MC and M MC are a completed matrix and an incomplete matrix, respectively. Moreover, X MC (p 1 , p 2 ) and M MC (p 1 , p 2 ) represent (p 1 , p 2 )-th entries of X MC and M MC , respectively, and is the set of locations corresponding to known entries. This optimization problem can be solved by minimizing the truncated nuclear norm of X MC [31] . Therefore, this optimization problem is rewritten as the following formula [31] :
σ sv (X MC ) (MC row and MC column being the numbers of rows and columns of X MC , respectively), σ sv (X MC ) is the sv-th largest singular value of X MC , and r is a parameter related to the number of singular values. The matrix completion is a method limited to representation by two modes.
We next explain the tensor completion, which extends modes of the matrix completion. The tensor completion can complete unknown entries of a tensor for which represent N TC kinds of contexts, where N TC is the number of the tensor's modes. In the tensor completion via the above rank minimization, unknown entries are completed by solving the following optimization problem [32] , [33] :
where X TC and T TC are a completed tensor and an incomplete tensor, respectively. This optimization problem can be solved by applying the matrix completion to matrices unfolded along each mode [26] . Therefore, this optimization problem is rewritten as the following formula [33] :
where X TC,(n) is an unfolded matrix along the n-th mode of X TC . The tensor completion can be applied to data including three or more kinds of contexts unlike the matrix completion.
III. FEATURE EXTRACTION
In this section, we explain two kinds of features used in the proposed method. We show the extraction of user behavior features in III-A and extraction of content features in III-B.
A. USER BEHAVIOR FEATURES
Recently, methods that use data for user behavior obtained from sensors have been proposed [34] - [42] . OpenPose is the latest method for detecting body skeleton positions as 2D data and can accurately detect them by using deep neural networks based on an affinity for body parts [34] . Furthermore, Tobii Eye Tracker 4C 1 is a device that can detect users' eye-gaze positions, which is related to users' interests [35] , [36] , as 2D data. The convenience of acquisition of data for user behavior, i.e., ease of use in the real world, was considered in those studies. OpenPose is a method that can be achieved with only cameras that can take color images [34] , and Tobii Eye Tracker 4C is a low-cost consumer-level remote eye tracker [37] - [39] . Therefore, since these methods and devices are suitable for the interest level estimation in the real world, we use them in this study.
In order to extract user behavior features, we use data for the positions obtained by OpenPose and Tobii Eye Tracker 4C. We then calculate means and variances over movements of those positions as user behavior features and obtain user behavior feature vector f i P ,j ∈ R d f for each i P -th (i P = 1, 2, · · · , I P ; I P being the number of videos that users have watched) video of each j-th (j = 1, 2, · · · , J ; J being the number of users) user, where d f = 64 as shown in Table 1 .
B. CONTENT FEATURES
Traditionally, methods that extract hand-crafted features and deep neural network (DNN)-based features from videos have been proposed [43] - [48] . As hand-crafted features, HSV color histogram (HSVCH) [43] and Bag of features [44] based on Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF-Bof) [45] are often used. DNN-based features can be mainly obtained by using a DNN model trained by open datasets, called transfer learning [46] - [48] . Recently, since representation performances of DNN-based features are high, DNN-based features have been used in various studies on video classification, captioning and retrieval [49] - [56] . The Inception-v3 model [46] is well known in the above research field. Therefore, since DNN-based features obtained with the Inception-v3 model are suitable for accurate interest level estimation, we use them in this study.
In order to extract content features, we use videos as contents. We obtain 2,048-dimensional output vectors in the third pooling layer of Inception-v3 [46] by using TensorFlow 2 from each frame of these videos. Then we calculate mean vectors of the output vectors as content feature vectors v i P ,j ∈ R d v for each i P -th video of each j-th user andṽ i U ,j ∈ R d v for each i U -th (i U =1, 2, · · · , I U ;I U being the number of videos that users have not watched) video, where d v = 2, 048. Note that v i P ,j is paired with f i P ,j , andṽ i U ,j does not have paired user behavior features.
IV. INTEREST LEVEL ESTIMATION BASED ON TENSOR COMPLETION VIA S2LPCCA
In this section, our interest level estimation method based on tensor completion via S2LPCCA is presented. In IV-A, we explain feature integration based on S2LPCCA. In IV-B, estimation of unknown interest levels via the tensor completion is presented.
A. FEATURE INTEGRATION BASED ON S2LPCCA
In this subsection, we explain our feature integration based on S2LPCCA. In the proposed method, canonical features are calculated by applying feature integration based on S2LPCCA to the user behavior features and content features obtained in III-A and III-B, respectively.
First, we define matrices F j , V j andṼ j as follows:
2,j , · · · , f (1)
where n c is the number of samples that users have watched in the c-th class (c = 1, 2, · · · , C; C being the number of classes corresponding to interest levels). It is assumed that these matrices are centered. To arrange these features in the class information, we respectively redefine f (c) g,j ∈ R d f and v (c) g,j ∈ R d v as the g-th sample of the c-th class obtained from the j-th user in Eqs. (12) and (13) . Moreover, we define matrices F P , V P and V U by using F j , V j andṼ j as follows:
For integrating these features with class information, we first define similarity matrices 
where f x and v x are the sets of k nearest neighbor of f x and v x , respectively. Also, t f and t v are defined as follows:
By using these similarity matrices, the proposed method preserves local structures of F P and V P . Furthermore, the proposed method redefines similarity matricesS f andS v in order to use class information as follows:
where ''•'' denotes the Hadamard product, and A is a blocked diagonal matrix as follows:
Next, we calculate projection vectorsŵ f andŵ v that maximize the correlation between variables F P and V P with V U in order to integrate partially paired features. Specifically, we calculateŵ f andŵ v by solving the following generalized eigenvalue problem with the similarity matricesS f andS v :
In addition, D fv , D ff and D vv are diagonal matrices, and (x, x)-th elements in these matrices are the sum of the x-th row elements of
and β is a parameter that controls the trade-off between SLPCCA and PCA. We then calculate projection matrix
and obtain canonical featuresV j by using this matrix as follows:
where d is the dimension of the canonical features and sat-
Consequently, the proposed method can calculate the features that are effective for interest level estimation from partially paired samples with class information by using S2LPCCA. Furthermore, by restraining the overfitting to such a small number of samples with S2LPCCA, accurate estimation of interest levels can be expected.
B. ESTIMATION OF UNKNOWN INTEREST LEVELS VIA TENSOR COMPLETION
In this subsection, we explain the estimation of unknown interest levels via the tensor completion. First, the proposed method constructs the following three-dimensional tensor T ∈ R I ×J ×K by using I (= I P + I U ) videos, J users, and K (= d + 1) elements including the canonical features and their corresponding interest levels:
where l i,j is the j-th user's interest levels for the i-th (i = 1, 2, · · · , I ) video, and l i,j corresponding to the videos that the j-th user has not watched are unknown. In Eq.
Next, the proposed method estimates unknown interest levels by applying the tensor completion to the tensor constructed in Eq. (27) . In the tensor completion, the following optimization problem is solved:
where X is a completed tensor. Moreover, X (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) and T (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) represent (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 )-th entries of X and T , respectively, and is the set of locations corresponding to known entries. This optimization problem can be solved by applying the matrix completion to matrices unfolded along each mode [26] . Therefore, this optimization problem is rewritten as the following formula [33] :
where X (n) is an unfolded matrix along the n-th mode of X ,
σ sv (X (n) ) (X row and X column being the numbers of rows and columns of X (n) , respectively), σ sv (X (n) ) is the sv-th largest singular value of X (n) , and r is a parameter related to the number of singular values. Consequently, the proposed method estimates unknown interest levels by the tensor completion. As described above, the tensor completion can estimate users' interest levels for videos regardless of whether they have been watched or not. Furthermore, the proposed method can estimate interest levels by using the tensor completion that can be applied to three contexts, videos, users and ''canonical features and interest levels.''
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we show experimental results to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. In V-A, the experimental conditions are explained. Results of the experiment that verify the effectiveness of using S2LPCCA and the tensor completion for interest level estimation are presented in V-B.
A. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
First, we explain the environment of the experiment. In this experiment, we obtained movie trailers of five genres (''action,'' ''comedy,'' ''music,'' ''science'' and ''sports'') from YouTube 3 as target contents based on [57] - [60] , and the number of movie trailers in each genre was 10. Therefore, the total number of movie trailers was 50. Then we first gave the subjects 10 seconds as time to prepare, and we next showed these videos on a display to the subjects in the following order: 1) Watching one video for 30 seconds 2) Evaluating the video in four classes 4 for 5 seconds 3) Repeating 1) and 2) until the subjects had watched all of the videos The environment of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2 . The subjects were eight men and two women who were approximately 22 years old. We obtained data based on their behavior when they were watching each video by OpenPose and Tobii Eye Tracker 4C. Then we estimated the subjects' interest levels by the proposed method with the videos and the subjects' behavior obtained in this environment.
Next, we explain the verification method to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method. In this experiment, we randomly selected 10, 20, · · · , 80, 90% of videos from all videos and defined them as videos that subjects had not watched. Experimental results with low percentages and high percentages of videos that subjects had not watched are shown for verifying the effectiveness of the proposed method for data including many videos that are paired with users' behavior and many videos that are not paired with users' behavior, respectively. By estimating these unknown interest levels in various conditions, we verify the robustness of the proposed method.
We compared the proposed method (PM) with seven comparative methods (CMs1-7) for verifying the effectiveness of the proposed method. CM1, CM2 and CM3 estimate subjects' interest levels with features integrated by SLPCCA, SemiCCA and CCA, respectively. Specifically, CM1 does not use information of videos that the subjects have not watched, and we utilized CM1 for verifying the effectiveness of using information of videos that the subjects have not watched. CM2 does not use class information in the feature integration, and we utilized CM2 for verifying the effectiveness of using feature integration with class information. CM3 uses simple CCA, and we utilized CM3 for verifying the effectiveness of mixing SemiCCA and SLPCCA. In CMs1-3, unknown interest levels are estimated by the tensor completion. CM4 estimates unknown interest levels by the matrix completion with S2LPCCA. Specifically, the matrix completion can represent only two modes, and we utilized CM4 for verifying the effectiveness of the tensor completion that can represent three modes, i.e., videos, users and ''canonical features and interest levels.'' Furthermore, CM5, CM6 and CM7 estimate unknown interest levels by the matrix completion with SLPCCA, SemiCCA and CCA, respectively. We utilized CMs5-7 for verifying whether the proposed method is effective regardless of schemes of the estimation.
To compare the performances of the PM and CMs1-7, we used mean absolute error (MAE) as follows:
where N miss is the number of samples for which interest levels are missing, l PRE s is the predicted interest level of the s-th sample, and l GT s is its ground truth. In Eq. (30), the lower this measure is, the higher the performance of the method is. Furthermore, we also used standard deviation, and the number of trials of estimation was one hundred in each sample. Note that we set β = 0.5 and r = 3 providing the best performance in each method.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF INTEREST LEVEL ESTIMATION
The results of the experiment are presented in this subsection. We show the results obtained by the PM and CMs1-7 in Tables 2-4 and Fig. 3 . In these tables, MAEs and the standard deviations in rates of videos that subjects had not watched are shown, and Fig. 3 shows transitions of the MAEs' means along rates of the videos that subjects had not watched in each method, where a and b of a ± b indicate MAE and standard deviation, respectively. First, we show the effectiveness and robustness of the PM by comparing the PM and CMs1-7 in three conditions that videos had not been watched by subjects. As shown in Tables 2-4 , the results show the effectiveness of the PM since we can see that means of the MAEs of the PM are perfectly lower than those of CMs1-7, and standard deviations of the PM are almost lower than those of CMs1-7. Specifically, in Table 2 , it is confirmed that the PM is effective in the condition that known data for interest level estimation are sufficient compared with unknown data. Conversely, in Table 4 , it is confirmed that the PM is also effective in the condition that most of the data for interest level estimation are unknown, and this condition is similar to situations in which a user's interest levels for videos in actual shops and on the Internet are estimated. Therefore, since the PM is effective for various conditions, the PM is robust with regard to incomplete data and can be used in actual shops and on the Internet. Furthermore, we show the effectiveness of S2LPCCA and the tensor completion by using the graph that the MAEs' mean is distributed in each rate. As shown in Fig. 3 , the accuracy of estimation by the PM is highest among the eight methods for all rates of videos that subjects have not watched. By comparing the PM with CMs1-3, it is confirmed that the use of S2LPCCA is more effective than the use of SLPCCA, SemiCCA and CCA for accurate estimation of interest levels. From these results, it is confirmed that both the introduction of the PCA's framework into CCA and preservation of local structures in the same class are effective for interest level estimation. This verification can be also indicated in the case of comparing CM4 with CMs5-7. Moreover, by comparing the PM with CM4, it is confirmed that the tensor completion, which can be applied to three contexts, videos, users and ''canonical features and interest levels,'' is effective for accurate estimation of interest levels. Therefore, it is verified that the proposed method realizes accurate estimation of interest levels by using S2LPCCA and the tensor completion with partially paired users' behavior and videos.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
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